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Who we are?
I m a g i n e

D e s i g n

D e v e l o p

CADD Mentors, One of the India's leading
Autodesk Authorized Training and Certification
partner, continues to deliver a top quality
Training service, particularly ensuring
professional Training, with better career
opportunities.
CADD Mentors, has a strong relationships with industry with customized
training programs and assessments relevant to enhanced employment
opportunities for our graduates. We maintain small class size to ensure
that you receive personal support from our CAD Team and achieve the
skill level required to enter innovative and creative industry.

Mission

Vision
To participate in the advancement of the
engineering industry in world wide by
implementing the latest software and tools,
in addition to training and graduating highly
qualified human resources.

To be a professional company and a
research center for training, technical
support and solutions specialized in
CAD, CAM, BIM and graphic
technology.

OUR TEAM
Our CAD Trainers are committed to use their teaching skills and industry experience
to help you achieve success on the course and support you in reaching your personal
goals.
Our CAD Student Service Coordinators will help you with all aspects of the enrollment
process and ensure that your study with us is trouble free.

Courses offered
Mechanical CADD
Mechanical CADD Courses will build up your understanding of the principles of
mechanical design, drafting and 3-D modeling, while teaching you everything you need to
know to use industry-standard CADD softwares like Fusion360, AutoDesk Inventor,
CATIA, UG, Hypermesh, Ansys etc.
With these professional design drafting software, you will create electronic drawings that
can be programmed into automated manufacturing systems; draw mechanical blueprints for
products and processes; design machine tools and mechanical systems; and prepare detailed
and assembly drawings of mechanical devices and machinery.
CADD mentors Mechanical CADD programs will provide you with the comprehensive
real-world knowledge to enter the workforce and make an impact on your chosen
industry, regardless of your specific engineering interest, CADD mentors will help you
reach the next step in your career.

Architectural CADD
Architectural CADD program will build up your understanding of the principles of
structural design and drafting techniques as you learn to master industry-standard software
that will become the tools of your trade: AutoCAD 2D, 3D , Revit Architecture, MEP ,
3DS MAX , STAAD Pro, Etabs etc.
Using these professional design drafting softwares, you will develop structural blueprints
and site plans for commercial buildings or private homes. Familiarity with these softwares
in addition to the drafting skills you’ll cultivate at CADD mentors, will prepare you to
excel within the field of Architecture and Design, whether you’re interested in civil
engineering, residential architecture, or commercial construction.

Electrical CADD
AutoCAD electrical is Autodesk’s specialist control panel and electrical cad drafting
package based on the world leading AutoCAD drawing software. AutoCAD® Electrical
engineering software automates common design tasks and facilitates drafting
Productivity. It includes all the functionality of AutoCAD software, plus electrical CAD
software features such as symbol libraries, bill of materials (BOM) reporting, and PLC
I/O design that make control design faster and more efficient. it brings electrical design
productivity to new levels with increases of up to 80% compared to using traditional 2D
drafting techniques.

Attending an AutoCAD Electrical training course will enable electrical design engineers
to take maximum advantage of the plethora of specially developed electrical drafting
tools that simply take electrical cad drafting productivity to previously un-obtainable
levels.

Interior Design
Aesthetics, functionality and compliance together form the basis of CADD Mentors’s
interior design Course, along with the application of practical skills such as accurate
measuring, cost estimation, computer aided design drafting, perspective drawing and more.
You’ll explore the increasingly popular principles of environmental and ergonomic design,
while developing your knowledge of interior design techniques and best real time practices.

Career options in CADD field
Mechanical CADD

CIVIL CADD

Mechanical design engineer
Senior design engineer
Senior mechanical engineer
Assistant manager
Project manager
Sr. Project manager
Team leader
Operation manager
Sr. Operation manager

Civil engineer drafter
AutoCAD designer
Civil engineering designer
Structural engineer
Senior civil designer
Design Architect
Project engineer

why CADD Mentors
Learn from highly qualified instructors at superior facilities
Receive Autodesk recommended content from Autodesk Official Training materials
Get your hands on sample projects and exercises that emphasize real-world application
Choose a course - at the most appropriate skill level to meet your needs
Earn a valuable certificate of completion which is recognized in your profession
Validate your product knowledge by getting Autodesk Certified when you take a certification exam
at one of our ACC test delivery facilities.

Associations

Certifications

Contact us

Authorization and certification-only at selected centers.
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